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Chinese Confucian Temples Construction Environment
Kong Fanyun later recalled, “as for the atmosphere, it was just like a temple ... but for Chinese demographics. Zongli Tang, in his 1995 Population and Environment article “Confucianism ...
China’s Three-Child Policy and the Philosophy of Reproduction
The temple, cemetery and family mansion of Confucius, the great philosopher, politician and educator of the 6th–5th centuries B.C., are located at Qufu, in Shandong Province. Built to commemorate him ...
Temple and Cemetery of Confucius and the Kong Family Mansion in Qufu
I recently had occasion to reflect on the construction of the image and legacy of Confucius while talking with Dr. Agnes Hsu of New York's China Institute ... But what about our environment and the ...
The Three Teachings
A short history of Chinese "religions ... A good example is the construction of temple altars. It’s not uncommon to find Buddhist and Confucian figures in a Daoist temple. Nor is it extraordinary to ...
Chinese Religions and Philosophies
In Taiwan, there’s no getting away from concrete. Since the 1960s, the vast majority of buildings added to the country’s towns and cities have been built with reinforced concrete (RC). Thousands of ...
Environmental Impact Assessment: Appetite for construction
Under towering mountains, cranes and newly-built blocks of flats stretch up to blue skies around the Tibetan capital of Lhasa, as a construction boom creates a two-tier system of property wealth ...
Lhasa building boom heightens divisions in Tibet
The Community Party of China (CPC) today (1 July) is celebrating 100 years of its existence. The party leads the world's longest surviving and most powerful existing authoritarian country — China — a ...
What 100 Years Of Chinese Communist Party Have Brought To The World
At present, when Montenegro's tourism-dependent economy is battered due to the pandemic, the repayment of the first debt instalment to China that is due this month has become a cause of concern.
The EU’s vulnerable periphery: China in the Western Balkans
Inside the construction ... video link. Chinese State Councilor and Foreign Minister Wang Yi chaired the meeting on Wednesday. The dense population, fragile ecosystem and existing environmental ...
Chinese companies leverage new technology to protect environment under the BRI
The name Tibet conjures up images of snowy peaks, vermillion temples and prayer flags snapping in the Himalayan wind. Those features remain, but the religious and cultural foundations underpinning ...
AP PHOTOS: Tibetan traditions threatened by politics, growth
An array of forces, including political suppression and the ubiquity of the internet, have made elements of traditional Tibetan lifestyles increasingly challenging.
Scattered Among the Himalaya, Glimpses of a Changing Tibet
Respecting and Protecting. the Rights of All Ethnic Groups. in Xinjiang. The State Council Information Office of. the People's Republic of China. July 2021. Contents. Preface. I.
Full text: Respecting and Protecting the Rights of All Ethnic Groups in Xinjiang
The Associated Press Jun 20, 2021 Jun 20, 2021 0 Tourism is booming in Tibet as more Chinese ... region's fragile environment and historic sites. (AP Photo/Mark Schiefelbein) A construction ...
Photos: Tibet tourism boom pressures historic sites
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By Vitaliy Katsenelson For the last three weeks I’ve been working on our letter to IMA clients. My typical letters, where I discuss stocks in our portfolio and which ...
Inflation Is here. But For How Long?
Tourists look at merchandise for sale at a souvenir shop outside of the Jokhang Temple in Lhasa in western ... fragile environment and historic sites. (AP Photo/Mark Schiefelbein) A construction ...
Tibet & tourism
The Chinese Communist ... Buddhist temples across the country have held events to celebrate the party’s centennial. A “festive and warm” environment for the big party on 1 July is being ...
‘Making China great again’: pomp and propaganda as CCP marks centenary
As more Chinese travel in-country because of the coronavirus pandemic, the region’s fragile environment and historic ... shop outside of the Jokhang Temple in Lhasa in western China’s Tibet ...
With more Chinese visitors, Tibet’s tourism boom has put pressure on its historic sites
environmental degradation and an influx of migrants from China’s majority Han ethnic group cannot be sustained. Lhasa has seen a burst of new construction, nomads have been settled in model ...
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